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ABSTRACT 

In this study, two Schiff bases namely (E,E)-N,N’-biphenyl-4-4’diylbis[1-(furan-2-

yl)methanimine] (BEFu) and3-[(Z)-N(4’-aminobiphenyl-4yl)ethanimidoyl]-2-hydroy-6-

methyl-4H-pyran-4-one (BEDh) have been synthesized and characterized using UV-visible, 

FTIR, and NMR techniques. The corrosion inhibition study of BEFu and BEDh was 

investigated for mild steel corrosion in 1M hydrochloric acid medium using weight loss 

method, potentiodynamic polarization, EIS techniques, and Density Functional Theory (DFT). 

The results showed that the inhibition efficiency increasing with concentration and revealing a 

mixed-type inhibitor of predominantly anodic type. To explain the inhibition abilities of those 

molecules adsorbed on the mild steel surface, quantum chemical calculations have been 

performed using DFT. The HOMO and LUMO energies were calculated to determine the global 

reactivity indexes.  The experimental and theoretical results were in good agreement. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The compounds containing carbonyls units such aldehydes and ketones are used as chief 

products in many organic synthesis, due to the high reactivity of the C=O, the difference of the 

carbon and oxygen electronegative atoms [1].  Schiff basis are compounds of general formula 

R1R2C=NR3 in which the roots R1, R2 and R3 may be alkyls, cycloalkyles or aromatics nucleic 

groups. They have been first synthesized by the German chemist Hugo Schiff in 1864 [2], for 

such they are called thus, i.e. “Schiff bases”. Atoms suppliers of electron pairs such N, O, S 

that ligand Schiff bases’ contains witnesses their use in several applications [3]. A large number 

of different Schiff base derivatives are used in materials science such solar shell [4], optical 

switching [5], third order non-linear optics (NLO) [6], electrochemical sensing [7], Langmuir 

films and photo-initiated polymerization [8]. They are famous for their biological application 

as antibacterial [9].Schiff base compounds containing heteroatoms with electronic lone pair (N, 

O and S), or π systems, or conjugated bonds, or aromatic rings, are generally considered to be 

effective corrosion inhibitors, as important heterocyclic compounds [10-18]. Schiff’s bases are 

also used as efficient inhibitors for mild steel corrosion in HCl media due to the presence of –

C=N– group [19,20]. The lone pair of electrons on N, O and S atoms, and the planarity of the 

molecule are useful for its adsorption to the metal surface [21,22]. This work represents 

synthesis of two new Schiff bases, (BEDh) and (BEFu). These compounds have characterized 

by various spectroscopic means as the Infra-red, UV-visible, 1H- NMR and 13C-NMR. The 

corrosion inhibition properties of the investigated Schiff bases were evaluated for mild steel 

corrosion in 1M of HCl using weight loss, polarization curves and electrochemical impedance. 

The optimized geometry of their molecular properties such equilibrium energy, frontier orbital 

energy gap, molecular electrostatic potential energy gap, dipole moment, polarizabilityand the 

electronic structures have been optimized and tested at Density Functional Theory, (DFT), level 

employing the basis set 6-31G(d,p).  

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

2.1 Materials 

The used chemicals and solvents were analytical reagent grade used without further 

purification. 4,4'-diaminobiphenyl(benzidine), 2-carboxaldehyde furan, Déhydroacitic acid and 

HCl (hydrochloric acid, 37%) purchased from Aldrich. The test solution of 1M of HCl was 

prepared from analytical grade reagent (37% HCl) and double-distilled water. The 

measurements were carried out in 1M of HCl in the absence and presence of inhibitors, the 

concentrations varied from 1.0×10-6 M to 1.0×10-3M in 1 M HCl. The mild steel specimens 
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having the dimension (0.2×0.25×0.50cm) and the working electrode (working surface 0.5cm2) 

was selected from a mild steel rod with a chemical composition (in wt%) as follows: 0.09%C, 

0.014%P, 0.058%Si, 0.91%Mn, 0.002%S, 0.043% V, 0.044% Al, 0.057% Nb and 98,782%Fe, 

were used for gravimetric and potentiodynamic polarization studies. 

2.2. Synthesis of Schiff base compounds  

2.2.1 Synthesis of BEFu 

The condensation reaction in a 2:1 molar ratio of 2-carbaxaldehyde furan (1.0ml, 5.4mmol) and 

the 4,4'-diaminobiphenyl (0.5 g, 2.7mmol) in absolute ethanol was refluxed for 4 h at 55°C 

(Scheme 1), from which yellow solution then kept at room temperature. The yellow precipitate 

was filtered, washed with ethanol and dried in vacuum. FT-IR (cm-1), 3025-3112 (aromatic C–

H), 1591–1610 (C=N), 1360–1470 (phenyl rings C=C, C–C). UV-Vis (DMF, λmax=238 and 

366nm).1H-NMR (DMSO-d6, δ (ppm), 400MHz): 6.73 (t, 2H, H2, H’2); 7.18 (d, 2H, H3, H’3); 

7.36 (d, 4H, H6, H’6,H8, H’8); 7.75 (d, 4H, H5, H’5,H7, H’7); 7.96 (d, 2H, H1 ,H’1); 8.52, (s, 

2H, H4, H’4). 13C NMR (DMSO-d6), δ (ppm), 400MHz): 114.05(C21, C26); 117.57 (C22,C24); 

122.15- 121.99 (C2,C6,C10,C11,); 127.72-126.44 (C1, C5,C8, C9); 137.77 (C7, C3); 146.96 

(C4, C12); 148.59(C20, C25); 150.66(C15, C16); 152.48 (C18, C17).Solubility, Soluble in 

MeOH, DMSO and DMF, Yield, (63%). Mp: 181-183°C. C22H16N2O2.  Mol. Wt. 340.37 g/mol). 

2.2.2 Synthesis of BEDh 

The BD Schiff base was synthesized by reaction in a 1:1 molar ratio of déhydroacitic acid (0.3g, 

1.6mmol) and the 4,4'-diaminobiphenyl (3.0g, 1.6mmol) in absolute ethanol for 4h at 55 °C 

(Scheme 1). The crystalline product was obtained by slow evaporation at room temperature. 

The crystalline product that formed was filtered and washed with cold ethanol and dried over 

anhydrous silica gel. 3-[(1Z)-N(4’-aminobiphenyl-4yl)ethanimidoyl]-2-hydroy-6-methyl-4H-

pyran-4 one: FT IR, υ= 1595 cm-1 (C=N);υ=1665 cm-1 (C=O); υ=1043cm-1 (C-O-C); υ= 1356 

cm-1 (OH). UV-Vis (DMF, λmax=271 and 299 nm), Solubility: Soluble in MeOH, EtOH and 

DMSO, Yield (62%). Mp: 250 252°C. C20H18N2O3. Mol.Wt=334.35g/mol. 
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Scheme.1. Synthesis of Schiff base compounds BEDh and BEFu 

2.3 Characterization 

The infrared spectra were recorded with a SHIMADZU FTIR 8400Sseries FT-IR 

spectrophotometer using KBr disks. The UV-visible spectra were obtained in DMF with a 

SHIMADZU UV-1700 spectrophotometer. The 1HNMR spectra were recorded on Brukre AC 

400-MHZ advance spectrophotometer in DMSO-d6 as the solvent and tetramethylsilane (TMS) 

as an internal standard at room temperature. , the chemical shifts are given in ppm scale and 

coupling constants J(values) are expressed in Hertz, multiplicity is indicated as 

s(singlet),d(doublet), t(triplet)and m(multiplet). The melting points were determined with 

fusiometer without correction. 

2.4. Inhibitor’s study 

2.4.1. Weight loss Measurement 

Gravimetric experiments were performed according to the standard methods [23]. The 

specimens, with dimension of 3.0x2.6x1.0cm, were polished with emery paper, and then 

washed with distilled water and acetone. The initial weight of mild steel was measured using 

an analytical balance. Then, the prepared specimens were immersed in 100 mL of 1M HCl with 

and without various concentrations of Schiff bases BEDh or BEFu at 25°C in aerated condition. 

After 24h of immersion, the specimens were taken out, rinsed thoroughly with distilled water, 

dried and weighed accurately again.  

The weight loss ∆w (mg) was used to calculate the corrosion rate  𝑊(mg.cm-2.h-1). The 

corrosion rate was calculated bay using the following equation [24]. 

𝑊  =  
∆𝑤

𝑆 × 𝑡
   =

𝑤2 − 𝑤1

𝑆 × 𝑡
                                   (1) 
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Where ∆w is the average weight loss (mg), w1 and w2 are the mass of the test specimen before 

and after corrosion, S is the surface area (cm2) and t is the immersion time (h). The inhibition 

efficiency (IE (%)) and surface coverage (𝜃) of the XC48 by the molecules of the inhibitor 

were determined by the following equations [25, 26]. 

𝐼𝐸(%) =  
𝑊0 − 𝑊

𝑊0
× 100                                 (2)  

𝜃 =  
𝑊0 − 𝑊

𝑊0
                                                         (3)  

Where W and W0 are the corrosion rates in the absence and presence of the inhibitors  

2.4.2. Potentiodynamic polarization measurement (Tafel) 

The electrochemical measurements were performed using PGZ 301 Voltalab 40 and 

Voltamaster 4 software for the calculation of charge density. The mild steel was used as the working 

electrode, a platinum electrode was used as the counter electrode and the reference electrode was a 

saturated calomel electrode (SCE). The surface are exposed to the electrolyte is 0.5 cm2 and the 

working electrode was immersed in the test solution for 30 minutes to a establish steady-state 

in the open circuit potential (OCP) corresponding to the corrosion potential (Ecorr) of the 

working electrode. After measuring the open circuit potential, potentiodynamic polarization 

curves were obtained with a 0.5 mV/s scan rate in the -800 to -250 mV potential range. The 

corrosion inhibition efficiency was calculated from the corrosion current values determined from the 

Tafel extrapolation method using the experimental relation. The inhibition efficiency Wp(%) 

obtained from polarization measurement was calculated according following equation. 

𝑊𝑝(%) = (
𝑖𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 − 𝑖𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟(𝑖𝑛ℎ)

𝑖𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟
) 𝑥 100                (4)            

Where icorr and icorr(inh) are the corrosion current densities in the absence 

and presence of the inhibitor, respectively. 

2.4.3 .Impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurement 

The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurement was carried out at the 

frequency range of 100 kHz10mHz at the steady open circuit potential (OCP) with an amplitude 

of 10 mV. The charge transfer resistance (Rct) and double layer capacitance (Cdl) were 

calculated from Nyquist plots as described elsewhere [27, 28]. The inhibition efficiency and the 

interfacial double layer capacitance were calculated by equations (5) and (6): 
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𝑊𝐸(%) =
𝑅𝑐𝑡 − 𝑅𝑐𝑡0

𝑅𝑐𝑡
         (5)  

𝐶𝑑𝑙 =
1

2𝜋F𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑥

1

𝑅𝑐𝑡
          (6) 

Where Fmax is the maximum frequency, Rct and Rct0 are the charge transfer resistances in the 

absence and presence of inhibitors, respectively. 

2.5 Theoretical studies 

All calculations were carried out using Density Functional Theory (DFT). The DFT-B3LYP 

method, with the basis set 6- 31G (d,p). Geometry optimization, an important issue in molecular 

mechanics, was performed as the first task of the computational work for the synthesized 

molecules. It requires in particular the sensitivity of the interaction energy with respect to the 

change of the molecule’s shape which is in general induced by the movement of the nuclei 

positions. The molecular structure, vibrational frequencies and energies of the optimized 

geometries of BEDh and BEFu were calculated employing the DFT [29] method using 

Gaussian 09 [30] program package employing 6-31G(d,p) basis set based on Becke’s three 

parameters (local, non-local, Hartree-Fock) hybrid exchange functional with Lee-Yang-Parr 

correlation functional (B3LYP) [31,32]. The basis set 6-31G(d,p) augmented by ‘d’ 

polarization functions on heavy atoms and ‘p’ polarization functions on hydrogen atoms as well 

as diffuse functions for both hydrogen and heavy atoms were used [33,34]. 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

3.1. Chemistry 

The compounds structures thus obtained were identified and characterized through UV-visible, 

FTIR, and 1H-NMR and 13C-NMR spectroscopy. Both compounds (BEDh and BEFu) proved 

to be readily soluble in polar solvents. In the light of the spectroscopic results, it is to be asserted 

that the products stability is quite consistent. Furthermore, the DFT theoretical calculations 

witnessed harmonic relative accordance with our synthesized products molecular structures. 

Besides, FTIR Tests indeed confirmed the presence of Schiff bases in the synthesized products 

that manifest saturation carbon (sp3) absorption bands at 2930~2290 cm-1. Likewise,  strong 

intensity band concluded from the IR spectra Schiff base ligands at 1577-1614cm-1 is normally 

due to the “C=N”. In the whole, the FTIR absorptions and intensities shown witness that the 

condensation of the carbonyl compound with the “NH2” group of 4, 4’-diaminobiphenyl have 

indeed taken place. As for the evident band of 1540 cm-1, it results of the “NH” deformation 

vibration and the medium bands located at the 1580-1600 cm-1spectrum zone, they manifest 
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owing to  the stretching of various aromatic cycles “C=C” vibrations of the synthesized ligands.  

In the other hand, the Schiff base ligands 1H NMR spectra, the full integral intensities of every 

signal comply clearly with the number of different types of protons displayed in the spectrum. 

In addition, the 8.52ppm singlet signal related to the “CH=N” proton (1H) proves formation of 

the Schiff base after condensation of the carbonyl compound with the 4,4'-diaminobiphenyl. 

The proved fact shows as well the disappearance of peaks around 9.98  that correspond to the 

aldehydic proton. In the same spectrum, the 6, 73 – 7, 96 ppm noticed singlet and doublet are 

assigned to the heterocyclic protons. 

3.2. Corrosion inhibition tests 

3.2.1. Weight loss measurement 

The Gravimetric data after 24 h were assessed and listed in Table 1. Following the given data, 

the maximum inhibition efficiency (𝐼𝐸𝑔(%) increase to about 98.62% and 95.73% for 2.5×10-

4M concentration of BEFu and BEDh respectively .The inhibition efficiency of additive 

compounds depends on factors that include the number of adsorption active centers, their charge 

density, inhibitors molecular size and theirinteraction way with metal surface. In the light of 

the given data, we may assert that the steel sample weight loss decreases with inhibitor usage 

and vice-versa.  The noticed decrease takes place due to the fact following which obtained 

Schiff bases prevent the formation of layer on the metal surface. In fact, the inhibition generates 

thanks to the Schiff bases S-heterocyclic, O-heterocyclic, azomethine group (-CH=N-) and 

aromatic cycles [35,36]. 
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Table.1. Corrosion parameters obtained from weight loss measurements of mild steel XC48 

in 1M HCl containing various concentrations of the Schiff base compounds BEDh and BEFu 

at 25 °C 

Inhibitor C (mol/l) Δm (g) W(mg.cm-2.h-1) 𝑰𝑬𝒈(%) θ 

 Blank 0.599 0.003119    / / 

BEDh 

5x10-6 0.2230 0.001161 62.77  0.6277 

1,0x10-5 0.1013 0.000527 83.10 0.8310 

5x10-5 0.0331 0.000172 94.48 0.9448 

2.5x10-4 0.0257 0.000133 95.73 0.9573 

BEFu 

5x10-6 0.0227 0.000568 81.78 0.8178 

1,0x10-5 0.0195 0.000488 84.35 0.8435 

5x10-5 0.0099 0.000051 98.34 0.9834 

2.5x10-4 0.0018 0.000043 98.62 0.9862 

 

3.2.2. Potentiodynamic polarization measurements 

The Figure.1 displays the potentiodynamic polarization curves related to the XC48 steel in 

Schiff bases BEDh and BEFu at diverse concentrations. The parameters corrosion such 

corrosion potential (Ecorr), anodic Tafel slope (βa), cathodic Tafel slope (βc) and suchlike have 

been get in extrapolating the Tafel slope. The corrosion rate or the density current (icorr), the 

percentage inhibition efficiency (Wp(%)) and surface coverage (θ), obtained from the 

mentioned slope, as shown in Table 2. The BEDh or BEFu addition lightly decreases the 

corrosion rate, which explains the shift of both anodic and cathodic curves to lower current 

densities. The noticed occurrence is likely due to the adsorption quality rate of inhibitor and 

that of the metal oxidation [37, 38].In the case of a corrosion potential more than ±85 mV 

regarding the blank solution corrosion potential, the inhibitor is merely of anodic or cathodic 

type [39].  In the case at hand, the adding of the inhibitors of BEDh hand BEFu caused the 

corrosion potential slide to further negative values inferior to 85 mV. The slide thus occurred 

pointed to an effect of a mixed -type inhibitor with slight cathodic tendency [40, 41]. The 

experiences led us to draw the conclusion following which the 92.47% BEFu maximum 

inhibition effectiveness is gained with 2.5.10-4M concentration. As for, BEDh inhibitor, the 
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86.45% inhibition effectiveness is gained with 2.510-4M inhibitor concentration. In the light of 

the obtained data, it is to be asserted that the synthesized Schiff base efficiency inhibition 

occurred because of the O-heterocyclic atoms and the molecules aromatic rings in the presence 

that can increase the molecules adsorption on the metal surface. The whole polarization in 

acidic solution results are in quite agreement with those obtained from the weight loss. 
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Fig.1. Cathodic and anodic polarization curves obtained at 25°C in 1 M HCl at different 

concentrations of BEFu and BEDh 
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Table. 2. Polarization parameters of mild steel XC48 in 1M HCl solution in the presence and 

absence of inhibitor BEDh and BEFu at different concentration at 25°C 

Inhibitor C(mol/l) Ecorr 

(mV /SCE) 

icorr 

(mA/cm2) 

Βa 

(mV /dec) 

Βc 

(mV/dec) 

Wp(%) θ 

 Blank -486.4 0.7072 141.9 -104.5 /        / 

 

BEDh 
5x10-6 -484.7 0.4504 117.4 -103.2 36.31 0.3631 

1,0x10-5 -525.2 0.2831 101.6 -96.1 59.96 0.5996 

5x10-5 -478.8 0.1274 68.5 -97.6 81.98 0.8198 

2.5x10-4 -477.4 0.0958 59.5 -96.3 86.45 0.8645 

 

BEFu 

 

 

5x10-6 -502 0.1074  137 -95 84.81 0.8481 

1,0x10-5 -496 0.0995 120 -74 85.95  0.8595 

5x10-5 -491 0.0835 118.4 -69 88.19 0.8819 

2.5x10-4 -479 0.0532 90.8 -72 92.47 0.9247 

 

 

3.2.3. Impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurement 

Impedance provides information on the resistive and capacitive behavior at the interface and 

allows evaluating the performance of the tested compounds as possible inhibitors of metal 

corrosion. The parameters drawn from Nyquist plots i.e. charge transfer resistance Rct, double 

layer capacitance CdI, solution resistance Rs and inhibitor efficiency values WE (%) and surface 

coverage (θ) are displayed in Table 3.  

 

Table. 3. Electrochemical impedance parameters calculated from Nyquist plots of XC48 in 

1M HCl at various concentrations of inhibitor 

Inhibitor C (M) RS 

(Ω cm2) 

RCT 

(Ω cm2) 

Cdl(µF cm-2) WE(%) θ 

 

BEDh 

Blank 0.588 33.44 2061 / / 

5x 10-6 0.977 57.12 1347 41.45 0.414 

10-5 0.851 71.72 1129 53.37 0.531 

7.5x 10-5 0.6521 101.1 792.4 66.92 0.669 

2.5x 10-4 1.481 150.5 640.5 77.78 0.777 

 

 

BEFu 

 

5x10-6 0,691 55.68 398,9 39.94 0.399 

10-5 0,552 96.30 351,4 65.06 0.650 

7.5x 10-5 0,532 118.44 341,3 71.54 0.715 

2.5x 10-4 0,410 363.18 329,0 90.79 0.907 

We note, for all the concentrations used, the presence of a single capacitive loop corresponding 

to a charge transfer process Figure.2. 
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Fig.2. Nyquist plots of XC48 in 1M HCl solutions without and with various concentrations of 

BEFu and BEDh at 25°C 

The results obtained using this technique is represented as diagrams of Nyquist. The diameters 

of the capacitive semicircles increase with the growth of the inhibitor concentration. It is clear 

from all the curves that the impedance of the carbon steel in the test solution was significantly 

modified after addition of BEFu and BEDh inhibitors. The experiences led us to draw the 

conclusion following which the 90.79 % BEFu maximum inhibition effectiveness is gained 

with 2.5.10-4M concentration. As for, BEDh inhibitor, the 77.78% inhibition effectiveness is 
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gained with 2.510-4M inhibitor concentration. The values of charge transfer resistance, Rct 

increase in the inhibitory system than the uninhibited system. High strength is associated with 

the slowing of the corrosion system and decreases the active surface required for the corrosion 

reaction [42], the decrease in the capacity of the Cdl double layer with inhibitor concentration 

is probably due to a decrease in the constant local dielectric and / or an increase in the thickness 

of a protective layer on the surface of the electrode [43,44]. The inhibition effectiveness 

obtained with electrochemical impedance spectroscopy is in good agreement with the results 

obtained by potentiodynamic polarization and weight loss experiments. 

We note, for all the concentrations used, the presence of a single capacitive loop corresponding 

to a charge transfer process Figure.2. 

3.2.4. Adsorption isotherm 

It should be noted that the inhibition of metal corrosion by organic compounds is explained by 

their adsorption on the metal surface, the physisorption, the chemical adsorption or mixed 

adsorption physisorption tending to chemisorption or vice versa. The chemical adsorption 

process involves a transfer or sharing of electrons between the molecules of the inhibitor and 

the "d" unsaturated orbital’s of the metal surface. In general, adsorption is via the orbitals of 

organic molecules with weakly bound electrons. The Langmuir isotherm, the equilibrium 

constant for adsorption–desorption process(K ads)and the standard Gibbs free energy of 

adsorption (∆G0
ads ) can be calculated by equations (7), (8) and (9) [45,46]. 

𝐶𝑖𝑛ℎ
𝜃⁄ =

1

𝐾𝑎𝑑𝑠
+ 𝐶𝑖𝑛ℎ                                (7) 

𝐾𝑎𝑑𝑠 =
1

55.5
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

−∆𝐺𝑎𝑑𝑠
°

𝑅𝑇
)                       (8) 

∆𝐺° = −𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛(55,5𝐾𝑎𝑑𝑠)                      (9) 

Where Cinh is the inhibitor concentration, θ is the surface coverage, Kads is the constant for 

adsorption were calculated from the intercepts of Langmuir adsorption isotherms, is related to 

the standard free energy of adsorption ∆G°abs (kj.mol-1) by the equation (20). The 55.5 is the 

concentration of water in solution expressed in moles per liter, R=8.3144 J K-1mol-1 is universal 

gas constantand T is the temperature in K. 

The curve Cinh / θ as a function of concentration is linear for BEFu and BEDh at 298k in 

hydrochloric medium Figure.3, this shows that the adsorption of BEFu and BEDh on the surface 

of the steel in a hydrochloric medium obeys the adsorption isotherm of Langmuir. The 

correlation coefficient (R²) was used to choose the isotherm it is found that the linear correlation 

coefficients are close to 1(R2 = 0.99046 for BEFu and R2 = 0.9998 for BEDh). The values of 
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the constant Kads and the adsorption energy ΔG0
ads calculated from the Langmuir isotherm are 

collated in Table 4. Before interpreting the nature and character of adsorption, Bransoi and al 

[47], estimated that for values of ΔG ° ads between 0 and  -20 KJ / mol, there is physisorption 

(physical adsorption). On the other hand, Moretti and al.[48], showed that those close to -40 kJ/ 

mol-1 or higher involve charge transfer between organic molecules and the metal surface 

(chemisorptions)[49,50].The experiences led us to draw the conclusion following the values of 

ΔG ° ads which are calculated as -39.33 kJ / mol for BEDh and -38.89 kJ / mol for  BEFu. This 

indicates that the adsorption of the compounds studied on the surface of carbon steel is 

chemisorptions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3. Langmuir adsorption plot for mild steel in the presence of BEFu  and  BEDh  at 25°C 

Table .4. Thermodynamic parameters for the adsorption of BEDh and BEFu on the XC48 in 
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 Slope Kads  R2 ∆Gads
0 (kJ mol−1) 

BEDh 1.1119 1.42659.105 0.9998 -39.33 

BEFu 1.07901 1.19419.105 0.9904 -38.89 

 

3.3 DFT studies 

3.3.1. Geometry optimization 

The optimized ground state structures for BEDh and BEFu has been illustrated in Figure.4.  

 

Fig.4. The optimized molecular structure of BEDh and BEFu using DFT (B3LYP)/6-

31G(d,p)  

 

The optimized parameters of the two ligands calculated by B3LPY/6-31G (d,p) are listed in 

Table 5 and 6. All the bond lengths and bond angles in heterocyclic rings are in the common 

range.The “C–C” and“C–O” bond distances are found to be in the range from1.48 - 1.085A0, 

1.3531-1.554A0and 1.3688A°-1.3556A° , 1.2029-1.4265 A° for BEFu and BEDh, respectively, 

while for “C=N”, these values are 1.2737Å for  BEDh and 1.4024Å for BEFu. All the “C-C-

C” angles lay between 117.53° to 121.61o. All the dihedral angles in two molecules are between 

-179oand +179o showing the non-planar structure of BEDh and BEFu. According to Karimi and 
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al [51], smaller length of bonds means that the molecule has a better stability. In our case, it 

was observed that the BEFu system is the most stable compound in this study, because has the 

least amount of length bonds. 

 

Table.5. Selected optimized parameters of BEDh by B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) basis set 

bond Bond lengths 

(Å) 

bond Bond angles 

(θ) 

bond Dihedral angles 

(θ) 

C1-C2 1.3881 C2-C1-C6 120.7631 C6-C1-C2-C3 0.059 

C1-C6 1.4026 C2-C1-H7 119.7537 C6-C1-C2-H8 178.6574 

C1-H7 1.0791 C6-C1-H7 119.4776 H7-C1-C2-C3 -179.0734 

C2-C3 1.4031 C1-C2-C3 121.8193 H7-C1-C2-H8 -0.475 

C2-H8 1.0844 C1-C2-H8 118.7564 C2-C1-C6-C5 -0.0699 

C3-C4 1.4032 C3-C2-H8 119.4096 C2-C1-C6-N21 -177.0693 

C3-C11 1.482 C2-C3-C4 116.8949 H7-C1-C6-C5 179.0648 

C4-C5 1.388 C2-C3-C11 121.5374 H7-C1-C6-N21 2.0655 

C4-H9 1.0842 C4-C3-C11 121.5677 C1-C2-C3-C4 -0.0945 

C5-C6 1.4026 C3-C4-C5 121.7925 C1-C2-C3-C11 179.8544 

C5-H10 1.0857 C3-C4-H9 119.3952 H8-C2-C3-C4 -178.6839 

C6-N21 1.3959 C5-C4-H9 118.7905 H8-C2-C3-C11 1.265 

C11-C12 1.4029 C4-C5-C6 120.7948 C2-C3-C4-C5 0.1484 

C11-C13 1.4049 C4-C5-H10 119.6985 C2-C3-C4-H9 -178.1314 

C12-C14 1.3899 C6-C5-H10 119.5041 C11-C3-C4-C5 -179.8004 

C12-H15 1.0844 C1-C6-C5 117.9351 C11-C3-C4-H9 1.9198 

C13-C16 1.388 C1-C6-N21 120.9757 C2-C3-C11-C12 -143.7432 

C13-H17 1.0844 C5-C6-N21 121.0198 C2-C3-C11-C13 36.9574 

C14-C18 1.4014 C3-C11-C12 121.3431 C4-C3-C11-C12 36.2033 

C14-H19 1.084 C3-C11-C13 121.3634 C4-C3-C11-C13 -143.0961 

C16-C18 1.4009 C12-C11-C13 117.2901 C3-C4-C5-C6 -0.1677 

C16-H20 1.0836 C11-C12-C14 121.6105 C3-C4-C5-H10 -179.5777 

C18-C25 1.406 C11-C12-H15 119.4782 H9-C4-C5-C6 178.1222 

N21-H22 1.0095 C14-C12-H15 118.8961 H9-C4-C5-H10 -1.2878 

N21-H23 1.0095 C11-C13-C16 121.5092 C4-C5-C6-C1 0.1231 

N24-C25 1.2737 C11-C13-H17 119.3897 C4-C5-C6-N21 177.1211 

C25-C26 1.5046 C16-C13-H17 119.056 H10-C5-C6-C1 179.5343 

C25-C40 1.5054 C12-C14-C18 120.476 H10-C5-C6-N21 -3.4678 

C26-C27 1.4408 C12-C14-H19 120.1833 C1-C6-N21-H22 -158.4989 

C26-C28 1.371 C18-C14-H19 119.3316 C1-C6-N21-H23 -26.1389 

C27-O34 1.4265 C13-C16-C18 120.6245 C5-C6-N21-H22 24.5946 

C27-O35 1.2029 C13-C16-H20 120.7319 C5-C6-N21-H23 156.9546 

C28-C29 1.431 C18-C16-H20 118.6421 C3-C11-C12-C14 179.7369 

C28-O32 1.3489 C14-C18-C16 118.4576 C3-C11-C12-H15 1.1721 

C29-C30 1.3531 C14-C18-N24 122.184 C13-C11-C12-C14 -0.9362 

C29-H31 1.0826 C16-C18-N24 119.1363 C13-C11-C12-H15 -179.5011 

C30-O34 1.3425 C6-N21-H22 115.107 C3-C11-C13-C16 179.4968 

C30-C36 1.492 C6-N21-H23 115.1542 C3-C11-C13-H17 1.9607 
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O32-H33 0.9631 H22-N21-H23 111.8335 C12-C11-C13-C16 0.1701 

 

Table.6. Selected optimized parameters of BEFu by B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) basis set 

bond 

Bond lengths 

(Å) Bond 

Bond angles 

(θ) bond 

Dihedral 

angles (θ) 

C1-C2 1.3905 C2-C1-C6 120.5836 C6-C1-C2-C3 0.1811 

C1-C6 1.4072 C2-C1-H7 119.6227 C6-C1-C2-H8 -177.5105 

C1-H7 1.0859 C6-C1-H7 119.7253 H7-C1-C2-C3 177.1652 

C2-C3 1.4062 C1-C2-C3 121.4551 H7-C1-C2-H8 -0.5264 

C2-H8 1.086 C1-C2-H8 119.1462 C2-C1-C6-C5 1.5428 

C3-C4 1.4074 C3-C2-H8 119.3589 C2-C1-C6-N22 178.9615 

C3-C11 1.4815 C2-C3-C4 117.5398 H7-C1-C6-C5 -175.4382 

C4-C5 1.3886 C2-C3-C11 121.1003 H7-C1-C6-N22 1.9805 

C4-H9 1.0857 C4-C3-C11 121.3542 C1-C2-C3-C4 -0.9818 

C5-C6 1.4052 C3-C4-C5 121.3239 C1-C2-C3-C11 179.8792 

C5-H10 1.0852 C3-C4-H9 119.4389 H8-C2-C3-C4 176.705 

C6-N22 1.4024 C5-C4-H9 119.2293 H8-C2-C3-C11 -2.4341 

C11-C12 1.4074 C4-C5-C6 120.8098 C2-C3-C4-C5 0.0382 

C11-C13 1.4062 C4-C5-H10 120.9191 C2-C3-C4-H9 179.0085 

C12-C14 1.3886 C6-C5-H10 118.2534 C11-C3-C4-C5 179.175 

C12-C15 1.0857 C1-C6-C5 118.2447 C11-C3-C4-C9 -1.8547 

C13-C16 1.3905 C1-C6-N22 124.0374 C2-C3-C11-C12 144.3177 

C13, H17 1.086 C5-C6-N22 117.67 C2-C3-C11-C13 -36.5762 

C14-C18 1.4052 C3-C11-C12 121.3542 C4-C3-C11-C12 -34.7883 

C14-H19 1.0852 C3-C11-C13 121.1003 C4-C3-C11-C13 144.3177 

C16-C18 1.4072 C12-C11-C13 117.5398 C3-C4-C5-C6 1.7175 

C16, H20 1.0859 C11-C12-C14 121.3239 C3-C4-C5-H10 -179.8395 

C18, N21 1.4024 C11-C12-H15 119.4389 H9-C4-C5-C6 -177.255 

N21-C23 1.284 C14-C12-H15 119.2293 H9-C4-C5-H10 1.1881 

N22, C25 1.284 C11-C13-C16 121.4551 C4-C5-C6-C1 -2.4806 

C23-H24 1.0993 C11-C13-H17 119.3589 C4-C5-C6-N22 179.9345 

C23, C27 1.4419 C16-C13-H17 119.1462 H10-C5-C6-C1 179.0357 

C25-H26 1.0993 C12-C14-C18 120.8096 H10-C5-C6-N22 1.4509 

C25-C35 1.4419 C12-C14-H19 120.919 C1-C6-N22-C25 35.6726 

C27-C28 1.3757 C18-C14-H19 118.2536 C5-C6-N22-C25 -146.895 

C27-O29 1.3688 C13-C16-C18 120.5836 C3-C11-C12-C14 179.1749 

C28-C30 1.4247 C 13-C16-H20 119.6229 C3-C11-C12-H15 -1.8547 

C28-H31 1.0808 C18-C16-H20 119.7251 C13-C11-C12-C14 0.0382 

O29-C32 1.3556 C14-C18-C16 118.2449 C13-C11-C12-H15 179.0086 

C30-C32 1.3657 C14-C18-N21 117.6703 C3-C11-C13-C16 179.8791 

C30-H33 1.0801 C16-C18-N21 124.0368 C3-C11-C13-H17 -2.4341 

C32-H34 1.0792 C18-N 21-C23 119.7448 C12-C11-C13-C16 -0.9819 

C35-C36 1.3757 C6-N22-C25 119.7456 C12-C11-C13-H17 176.705 

C35-O37 1.3688 N21-C23-H24 122.899 C11-C12-C14-C18 1.7176 

C36-C38 1.4247 N21-C23-C27 123.1612 C11-C12-C14-H19 -179.8393 

C36-H39 1.0808 H24-C23-C27 113.9327 H15-C12-C14-C18 -177.255 
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O37-C40 1.3556 N22-C25-H26 122.8992 H15-C12-C 14-H19 1.1881 

C38-C40 1.3657 N22-C25-C35 123.1611 C11-C13-C16-C18 0.1813 

C38-H41 1.0801 H26-C25-C35 113.9327 C11-C13-C16-H20 177.1652 

 

3.3.2. Mulliken atomic charges 

To perform any calculation in a quantum chemical application, Mullikan atomic charges values 

in molecular systems are crucial. That is, atomic charges affect dipole moments, molecular 

polarization abilities, electronic structure, and many other properties of molecular systems [52]. 

The electronic charges on the different ligands atoms suggest the presence of donor and 

acceptor pairs involving a charge transfer in the molecule. The charges in question values 

allowed us to assess the processes of electro-negativity equalization and the charge transfer in 

chemical reactions [53,54]. The Mulliken atomic charges for BEDh and BEFu compounds 

calculated by the B3LYP/6-31 G(d,p) level in gas-phase are presented in Table 7. The Mulliken 

charge distribution shows that the azomethine nitrogen atom N is more negative (~ -0.496) as 

compared to the other “N21”,“N24”= -0.466 for BEDh and -0.4747 for BEFu. The charge on 

azomethine“C23”, “C25” atoms 0.1877,0.1979  for BEDh and 0.8813, 0.08814 for BEFu may 

be due to the charge delocalization. It has also been observed that some “C” atoms are positive 

and some are negative. 

Table .7. Mulliken atomic chargescalculated by B3LYP/6-31G(d, p) of BEDh and BEFu 

BEDh BEFu 

Atom charge Atom charge Atom charge Atom charge 

C1 -0.084374 C23 0.187770 C1 -0.105960 C23 0.088139 

C2 -0.062612 N24 -0.466454 C2 -0.131564 H24 0.089193 

C3 -0.066566 C25 0.169718 C3 0.069667 C25 0.088140 

C4 -0.063019 C26 -0.265603 C4 -0.124748 H26 0.089192 

C5 -0.045711 C27 0.380460 C5 -0.099132 C27 0.311494 

C6 0.048639 C28 0.371054 C6 0.248672 C28 -0.136646 

H7 0.080672 C29 -0.201504 H7 0.083843 O29 -0.429854 

H8 0.085033 C30 0.168806 H8 0.086012 C30 -0.137980 

H9 0.086450 H31 0.108125 H9 0.089071 H31 0.104974 

H10 0.093208 O32 -0.377212 H10 0.095734 C32 0.150270 

C11 -0.087023 H33 0.259116 C11 0.069666 H33 0.103730 

C12 -0.055808 O34 -0.163469 C12 -0.124748 H34 0.119852 

C13 -0.066103 O35 -0.473747 C13 -0.131565 C35 0.311495 

C14 -0.103130 C36 -0.271916 C14 -0.099133 C36 -0.136646 

H15 0.082482 H37 0.154666 H15 0.089071 O37 -0.429853 

C16 -0.073720 H38 0.144499 C16 -0.105961 C38 -0.137980 

H17 0.084709 H39 0.149589 H17 0.086012 H39 0.104974 

C18 0.219702 C40 -0.201243 C18 0.248673 C40 0.150270 
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H19 0.083342 H41 0.126226 H19 0.095735 H41 0.103730 

H20 0.091871 H42 0.132048 H20 0.083843 H42 0.119852 

N21 -0.496599 H43 0.105745 N21 -0.474767   

H22 0.211883   N22 -0.474767   

 

3.3.3. Frontier Molecular Orbital Analysis 

Molecular orbital’s (HOMO-LUMO) and their properties such as energy are very useful for 

physicist and chemists and are very important parameters for quantum chemistry. Both the 

highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) 

are the main orbital’s which take part in chemical stability. EHOMO is generally associated with 

the electron donating ability of a molecule. High values of EHOMO are likely to denote the 

tendency of the molecule to donate electrons to acceptor molecules of lower energy MO. ELUMO, 

indicates the ability of the molecule to accept electrons [55]. The binding ability of the molecule 

increases with increasing HOMO and decreasing LUMO energy values. Thus, the lower the 

value of ELUMO, the most probable it is that the molecule would accept electrons.  

The HOMO and LUMO energy calculated by B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) method for both molecules 

is shown below. This electronic absorption corresponds to the transition from the ground to the 

first excited state and is mainly described by one electron excitation from the highest occupied 

molecular orbital to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital. While the energy of the HOMO 

describes the ionization potential, LUMO energy is concerned by the electron affinity Energy.  

 The 3D plots of the frontier orbital are HOMO and LUMO, for the both molecules are as shown 

in Figure 5. The green and red solid regions in Figure.5 represent the MOs with completely 

opposite phases. The positive phase of the molecule is represented in red color and negative 

phase in green color. It can be seen that, the HOMO for the molecules BEDh and BEFu is 

delocalized almost over the whole p-conjugated system, While the LUMO, and is also 

delocalized over the whole molecules.  
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Fig.5. HOMO and LUMO electron density distributions of neutral forms of BEDh and BEFu. 

 

The energy gap (ΔE) represents the chemical reactivity of compounds. A molecule with a small 

energy gap is more polarizable and is generally associated with a high chemical reactivity, low 

kinetic stability and also termed as soft molecule [56].In present study, values of ΔE followed 

the order: BEDh (3.5809eV) > BEFu (3.5613eV). As depicted in Table 8, compound BEDh has 

a largest energy gap than BEFu. So BEFu is more reactive and less stable than BEDh. 

3.3.4. Global reactivity descriptors 

Energies of HOMO and LUMO played a major role in electron transfers in molecules. By using 

EHOMO and ELUMO values for a molecule, the global chemical reactivitydescriptors of molecules 

such as hardness (η), chemical potential (μ), softness (S), electronegativity (χ) and 

electrophilicityindex(ω) can be measured by using Koopman’s theorem for closed-shell 

molecules.A molecule having high ionization potential (I) or electron affinity (A) loses or 

admits electron hardly [57,58]. By Koopmans’ approximation [59], the ionization potential and 

electron affinity of any molecule can be calculated using the relations. 

𝐼 =   −𝐸𝐻𝑂𝑀𝑂              (10) 

𝐴 =   −𝐸𝐿𝑈𝑀𝑂              (11) 

Koopmans` theorem for closed-shell molecules [60] results in the hardness of the molecule. 

𝜂 = (𝐼 −  𝐴 )/2          (12) 

The chemical potential of the molecule: 

𝜇 =  −
𝐼 + 𝐴

2
               (13) 
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The softness of the molecule: 

𝑆 =  1/𝜂                       (14) 

The electro negativity of the molecule: 

𝜒 =
𝐼 + 𝐴

2
                   (15) 

The electrophilicity index of the molecule: 

𝜔 =  𝑆. 𝜇2                 (16) 

 

The energy obtained at the end of a geometry optimization is the total potential energy of the 

molecule.  The potential energy is the sum of 4 terms:(1) the kinetic energies of the electrons; 

(2) the electrostatic attraction between the electrons and the nuclei (a very, very negative 

quantity); (3) the electrostatic repulsion between the electrons (a very positive quantity); and 

(4) the electrostatic repulsion between the atomic nuclei at the geometry of the molecule (a very 

positive quantity).   The calculated total energy for both molecules is given in Table 8. The total 

energy of (-1108.4226 au) obtained for BEDh is lower than the one obtained for BEFu(-

1107.8875au). This indicates that The BEDh is more stable and less reactive. Ionization energy 

is an important descriptor of the chemical reactivity of atoms and molecules. High ionization 

energy designates high stability and chemical inertness and small ionization energy specifies 

high reactivity of the atoms and molecules [61]. The low ionization energy “IE= 5.1929eV” of 

BEDh indicates the high reactivity of this molecule. 

 

Table.8. Comparison of HOMO, LUMO, energy gaps (HOMO–LUMO) and related molecular 

properties of BEDh and BEFu 

MolecularEnergy BEDh BEFu 

ETOT(au) -1108.4226 -1107.8875 

ELUMO (eV) -1.6119 -1.7420 

EHOMO (eV) -5.1929 -5.3034 

Energy gap (∆E)(eV) 3. 5809 3.5613 

Ionization Potential (I) (eV) 5.1929 5.3034 

Electron affinity (A) (eV) 1.6119 1.7420 

Chemicalpotential (µ) (eV) -3.4024 -3.5227 

Global Hardness (η) (eV) 1.7904 1.7806 

Global Softness (S) (eV) 206.7704 207.9080 

Electronegativity (χ) (eV) 3.4024 3.5227 

Electrophilicity (ω) (eV) 3.2328 3.4845 
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Electronegativity measures the capacity of an atom to attract electrons to it. The target 

molecules have electronegativity of (3.4024eV) for BEDh and (3.5227eV) for BEFu. So BEFu 

has low capacity of attracting electrons from the neighboring molecules than the BEDh. 

Hardness (η) is essential properties to measure the stability and reactivity of molecules. A hard 

molecule has a great energy gap and a soft molecule has a small energy gap [62]. In our present 

study BEFu with low hardness value (1.7806 eV) compared with other compound have a low 

energy gap. Normally, the molecule with the least value of global hardness (hence the highest 

value of global softness) is expected to have the highest reactivity [63]. Parr and al, introduced 

the concept of Electrophilicity (ω) as a global reactivity index similar to the chemical hardness 

and chemical potential [64], is a descriptor of reactivity that allows a quantitative classification 

of the global electrophilic comportment of a molecule within a relative scale. Parr and al. have 

proposed the Electrophilicityas a measure of energy lowering owing to maximal electron flow 

between acceptor and donor. The electrophilicity index (ω) has been used as structural depictor 

for the analysis of the chemical reactivity of molecules [65]. Electrophilicity measures the 

propensity of a species to accept electrons.  

A good, more reactive, nucleophile is characterized by a lower value of (ω), in opposite a good 

electrophile is characterized by a high value of (ω). The BEFu with (ω=3.4845eV) is a good 

electrophile. BEDh has lower value, so it isgood, more reactive and nucleophile.Physically, 

electronic chemical potential (μ) describes the escaping tendency of electrons from an 

equilibrium system. The electronic chemical potential is defined as the negative of electro 

negativity of a molecule [66].The values of μ were calculated and presented in Table 8. The 

greater the electronic chemical potential, the less stable or more reactive is the compound. From 

the Table 8, the BEDh (-3.5227 eV) is less stable and more reactive in the gas phase and BEFu 

(-3.4024 eV) is more stable and less reactive. 

3.3.5. Molecular Electrostatic Potential (MEP) 

In order to grasp the molecular interactions, the molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) is used. 

The molecular electrostatic potential is the potential that a unit positive charge would 

experience at any point surrounding the molecule due to the electron density distribution in the 

molecule [67, 68].The 3D plot of molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) for BEDh and BEFu 

are shown in Figure.6.  
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Fig.6. Contour map of electrostatic potential and total electron density surface mapped with 

electrostatic potential 
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This is based on the electron density at different points on the molecule. The red color in the 

map indicates the negatively charged portion and the blue color indicates the positive region, 

while the green color indicates the neutral region. The potential values in this molecule ranges 

from (-8.105 a.u) deepest red to (+8.105 a.u) deepest blue for BEDh and from (-1.107a.u) 

deepest red to (+1.107a.u) deepest blue for BEFu. As can be seen from the map, the regions 

surrounding the sulfur and oxygen atoms are strongly negative, while the H atoms in the ring 

and amine groups are positive; among them the Hydrogen atoms in the amino function are more 

positive than them in ring groups. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

Two new heterocyclic Schiff’s base BEDh and BEFu were synthesized and their molecular 

structures were established using UV–Visible, FT-IR and 1H-NMR spectroscopies. The 

inhibition efficiency of these compounds on corrosion of mild steel in 1 M HCl was investigated 

and compared to their quantum chemical calculations. The potentiodynamic polarization curves 

results indicate that the studied compounds acts as a mixed-type inhibitor in 1 M HCl, their 

inhibition efficiencies increase with inhibitors concentration in the order: BEFu > BEDh with 

a maximum value of 92.47 % at 2,5x10-4 M. The adsorption of the inhibitor molecules obeys 

Langmuir adsorption isotherm, the negative sign of the adsorption free energy (∆G°) involves 

both physisorption and chemisorption. The molecular properties quantum such as Ionization 

Potential (I), Electron affinity (A), Global Hardness (η), Chemical potential (µ) and Global 

Electrophilicity (ω) were calculated by DFT method and discussed. The theoretical calculations 

are in good agreement with the experimental results; they show that both O-heterocyclic 

derivatives have interesting molecular structures for inhibiting the corrosive process. 
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